BT Audio Visual Alerting Solutions

Make communication easier and the working environment safer.
When calls need to be seen and heard

Choose a powerful visual ringer or an audio ringer that doubles up as an announcement system

LED Strobe Light

- Bright visual notification of telephone calls alert staff in noisy locations and eliminates noise in quiet environments.
- Effective and selectable flash patterns radiate light 360 x 180 degrees for visibility in all directions.
- Eight efficient and powerful LEDs provide a range of visible effects. Aggressive flash patterns ensure effectiveness in large, noisy industrial areas. Milder flash patterns are suitable for less urgent notification or offices.
- Available lens covers in amber, blue, or red provide even more choice for distinguishing telephone calls from fire or other alarm systems.
- LED Strobe Light can be connected to on-premise telephone systems.

Audio Alerter

- With an Audio Alerter connected to your BT telephone system you’ve got versatile paging announcement system or loud ringer for use in a noisy environment where the standard handset ring can’t be heard.
- Using Audio Alerter as a paging or announcement system is a doddle. They’re often used in places like schools or medical centres where you’ve got staff on the move or in a waiting room.
- In loud ringer mode, Audio Alerter rings along with its assigned telephone extension. It’s ideal for places like factories, warehouses, or garages where you need to hear incoming calls above the hustle and bustle.
- With the SIP model, you can use one of the in-built ringing tones or upload your own sounds.

One stop solution

One of our engineers will install the equipment for you and we can do a site survey beforehand to make sure that you’ve got all the kit you need for your site. And for extra peace of mind, we offer a 3 or 5 year maintenance contract.

Get started today.
Your customers are calling – answer them and do more with your phone system.
Visit business.bt.com/products/business-phone-systems/on-premises/ to find out more.
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